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Abstract—Cloud-Fog Radio Access Networks (CF-RAN) were
proposed as an alternative network architecture to alleviate the
high fronthaul capacity requested in traditional Cloud RAN
(CRAN) by moving some BaseBand Units (BBUs) from the cloud
nodes to fog nodes closer to users. However, when BBU processing
is moved into fog nodes, OPEX and CAPEX will increase, and
the cost and energy savings introduced by CRAN will also
reduce. Moreover, mobile traffic fluctuations may lead to an
unbalanced resource utilization and energy-inefficient operation
in fog nodes. To address this problem, processing functions in
fog nodes could be activated and deactivated in function of
network traffic and BBUs placed on fog nodes could be migrated
to cloud nodes when network traffic is low. In this paper, we
propose an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation to
address this dynamic resource allocation problem. By means
of Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), virtualized BBUs
(vBBUs) can be dynamically allocated and deallocated in fog
nodes. Furthermore, considering the availability of cloud nodes
and the optical fronthaul, vBBUs can be migrated from fog nodes
to cloud nodes in order to balance processing loads and save
energy. Compared to a baseline incremental algorithm without
vBBU migration, our proposal reduces blocking probability in
89% and achieves power savings of 38%, while providing a very
small rate of service interruption due to vBBUs migration.
Index Terms—5G networks, CF-RAN, VPON, NFV

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud Radio Access Networks (CRANs) were proposed
to reduce cost and energy footprint of traditional Distributed
RAN (DRAN). In CRAN, BaseBand Units (BBU) are moved
from cell sites to a BBU pool located in the cloud so that a
single infrastructure can be used to implement BBU processing
of several cell sites, saving OPEX and CAPEX. At cell sites,
High Power Nodes (HPN) are replaced by Remote Radio
Heads (RRH) responsible for gathering user equipments (UEs)
baseband signals and transmitting them for processing in the
cloud. The cloud is composed of dedicated servers where
Virtual Digital Units (VDU) are executed, working as containers of virtual BBUs (vBBUs), thus forming a virtualized
BBU pool [2], in which virtualized baseband processing is
performed. A virtualized BBU (vBBU) pool can offer many
advantages for the network operation, e.g., it enables dynamic
vBBU deployment to adapt to varying traffic profiles [9].
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Furthermore, as BBUs from different cell sites are virtualized
on the vBBU pool, vBBU intercommunication can support
mechanisms such as enhanced ICIC and Coordinated MultiPoint (CoMP), that require low delay between the vBBUs.
The centralization of BBUs enables significant cost savings, but it also imposes high traffic demands on the optical
fronthaul, as baseband signals generated by RRHs must be
transported by the bandwidth-intensive Common Public Radio
Interface (CPRI) protocol [2]. In CPRI protocol, line rates
range from 614.4Mbps to 24.3Gbps depending on Multiple
Input-Output (MIMO) configuration of RRHs. Moreover, the
CPRI-based fronthaul transport is subject to a delay limit of
3ms between the RRH and its corresponding BBU [10]. So,
as the fronthaul becomes more congested it will be harder to
operate under the delay threshold due to possible queuing of
RRHs transmissions and processing demands in the cloud [7],
which may lead to reduced wireless coverage or even denial
of services.
To alleviate the bandwidth requirements of the fronthaul,
in a previous work [6], we proposed an architecture called
Cloud-Fog RAN (CF-RAN) that exploits fog computing to
place vBBUs into fog nodes close to users. In CF-RAN, the
optical fronthaul is extended with optical links connecting
RRHs to fog nodes. As traffic demands grow, fog nodes are
activated and vBBUs are dynamically instantiated using the
emerging Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) paradigm
to support BBU processing. Thus, when a RRH is active, the
operator must find a processing node to instantiate a vBBU
for baseband processing and, when a RRH is deactivated, its
instantiated vBBU may be turned off. However, in [6] we only
focused on static network operation and did not investigate the
effects of migrating vBBUs to balance load in CF-RAN. In
realistic scenarios, mobile traffic load is highly dynamic and
follows different patterns according to localization and time of
the day. Hence, a different number of RRHs would be activated
along the day to support such variable load. Furthermore, this
load fluctuation also leads to an unbalanced utilization of fog
nodes, since VDUs get less loaded when RRHs are turned off,
and their corresponding vBBUs are deactivated. Hence, some
vBBUs in lightly-loaded fog nodes could be migrated to the
cloud in order to turn the fog nodes off, balance the load and
save power.
When a vBBU is deployed or migrated, the network oper-

ator must also allocate enough bandwidth to transmit CPRI
traffic from the RRH to the vBBU. Several works assume
that the fronthaul links can be implemented over the channels of a Time-and-Wavelength Division Multiplexed Passive
Optical Network (TWDM-PON) due to its high bandwidth,
low transmission delays and low costs of operation [6] [8].
An alternative architecture that allows the creation of Virtual
PONs (VPON) on top of a TWDM-PON was suggested
in [2] [7] [8]. In such architecture, a dedicated PON is
created to transmit the CPRI traffic from a group of RRHs
to a common processing node, so that several RRHs share a
virtualized BBU pool as well as the PON capacity through
Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM).
As vBBUs are dynamically deployed and deactivated in
cloud or fog nodes, VPONs must be dynamically created to
support such variable bandwidth, and they must be properly
scheduled to efficiently utilize the limited wavelength capacity
of the TWDM-PON. This characterizes a joint optimization
problem in which operators must decide how to optimally
place or migrate vBBUs and how to create VPONs to support
CPRI transmission of a newly deployed/migrated vBBU.
So, in this paper we propose an approach based on an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model to dynamically decide
the vBBU placement, creation of VPONs and migration of
vBBUs via reconfiguration of VPONs and reallocation of processing resources, following traffic fluctuations. Simulations
show that the dynamic placement and migration of vBBUs lead
to significant savings in power consumption and also to low
blocking probability rates. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: Section II discusses some relevant related works;
Section III introduces the proposed virtualized CF-RAN architecture; Section IV describes the problem of dynamically
placing vBBUs and creating VPONs; Section V presents the
proposed ILP model; in Section VI results obtained from
simulations are shown; Section VII concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Some recent works have investigated how to efficiently
place BBUs and/or create VPONs to support transmissions
to the cloud and to fog nodes under static traffic settings.
However, these works only focus on static network scenarios
and algorithms to handle dynamism and migration of baseband
processing in mobile traffic are often neglected. In [12],
authors proposed the reconfiguration of VPONs as traffic
changes in order to reduce power consumption. However, this
study only considered the reconfiguration of the VPONs in
a centralized scenario. The novelty of our work resides in
minimizing active resources by promoting the reconfiguration
of not only VPONs, but also processing resources (VDUs)
in a distributed fog scenario where each processing resource
and even processing nodes can be dinamically turned off.
In [7], authors proposed a TWDM-PON based fronthaul that
uses VPONs to reduce processing latency in CRAN. In [8],
the dimensioning of wavelengths and VPONs creation to
support transmissions both to the cloud and to fog nodes
were explored. In this work, the amount of VPONs created on

the fronthaul was decided as a function of the free baseband
processing capacity on the cloud. Authors also found that
power consumption from processing and transmission can be
reduced when the number of created VPONs is minimized.
However, the impact of traffic fluctuations on the fronthaul and
allocated resources was not considered, and only static traffic
profiles were considered. In [2], the relation of bandwidth
availability and power consumption in static networks was
explored when CPRI traffic is split between cloud and fog
nodes in a Hybrid CRAN (H-CRAN). Authors showed that,
when more bandwidth is available on fronthaul, BBUs can
be moved to the cloud to save energy. However, the specific
access network technology to connect fog nodes and the
allocation of transmission channels for fog nodes was left
as an open problem. Overall, fog architectures and service
migration introduce some trade offs between power, blocking,
service disruption and bandwidth usage that shall be accurately
explored in order to maintain a balanced network operation.
However, none of these works explored the characteristics
and reasons of these trade offs. In next section we present
the problems of dynamic vBBU placement and creation of
VPONs.
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Our proposed CF-RAN architecture is composed of both fog
nodes and cloud nodes (see Fig. 1 (a)). Each of these nodes
can host a set of virtual containers of baseband processing
called VDUs. A VDU is responsible for implementing the
vBBUs, which are responsible for the virtualized baseband
processing of CPRI traffic. In each VDU, the number of
vBBUs is limited by its processing capacity. If some VDU
has no longer capacity to host a vBBU, a new VDU can be
dynamically turned on to deploy new vBBUs. To provide control signaling between RRHs with vBBUs placed in different
VDUs, an interconnection element like a backplane ethernet
switch is used to redirect traffic between VDUs. In fact, the
backplane ethernet switch implements the X2 interface used
to control signaling in traditional LTE-networks. The transport
segment of the CF-RAN is composed of TWDM-PON links
connecting RRHs to fog nodes and to the cloud through the
fronthaul. A level 1 internal optical splitter is used to multiplex
incoming traffic from RRHs to fog nodes and to a feeder fiber
connected to a level 2 optical splitter (see Fig. 1 (b)). The
level 2 optical splitter multiplexes several distribution fibers
to the cloud nodes. Each processing node is equipped with
a virtualized Optical Line Terminal (OLT) that is responsible
for allocating wavelengths to Optical Nework Units (ONUs)
connected to RRHs in order to transmit to that node. Each
ONU is equipped with tunable lasers that can be tuned to
any available wavelength. A VPON is created for a group of
RRHs when the OLT of a processing node allocates the same
wavelength to their ONUs. Note that, the proposed architecture
is not the ITU-T standard architecture for TWDM-PON, but
an upgrade architecture where wavelengths can be received or
transmitted in different locations and thus at different optical
splitter.

Fig. 1. a) CF-RAN architecture and example of wavelength dimensioning
through cloud and fog nodes; b) Internal architecture of fog/processing node

Fig. 2. a) Processing nodes unbalanced before vBBU migration, b) Processing
nodes balanced after vBBU migration

Each OLT is equipped with a set of Line Cards (LCs)
(Fig. 1 (b)), i.e. transceivers, that are tuned to transmit on
a specific wavelength (a VPON) and that is associated with
a single VDU. So, the OLT is responsible for switching the
incoming traffic from different VPONs to its associated VDU.
Moreover, we assume that LCs can be dynamically turned on
or off as VPONs are created or deactivated. Hence, if less
VPONs are active in a node, less transceivers are used, which
results in power savings. Note that, when using the backplane
ethernet switch, a single VPON can redirect traffic to VDUs
associated to other LCs if the VDU associated to its LC has
no longer capacity, but this may increase processing delays
and the power consumed by the backplane ethernet switch.
IV. J OINT O PTIMAL BASEBAND P LACEMENT AND VPON
C REATION
Placement of baseband processing functions in CF-RAN
involves two major steps: first, a processing node must be
chosen to support vBBUs; second, a VPON must be created
to support the transmission of CPRI traffic to that processing
node.
We consider that vBBUs can be deployed according to
traffic demands. As soon as a RRH becomes active, a vBBU

must be placed in a processing node with enough processing
capacity. As power consumption in CF-RAN mostly comes
from active processing nodes, to save power, first, only VDUs
in the cloud are activated. After vBBUs are deployed in the
cloud, the operator must decide how many VPONs will be
created. In this study, we assume that the number of VPONs
created in the fronthaul is a function of the amount of baseband
processing capacity of the cloud. For instance, if 10 RRHs with
a 2X2 20M Hz MIMO configuration (each of them requiring
2.4Gbps) must be supported in the cloud, three VPONs with
10Gbps capacity are necessary in the fronthaul to support the
24Gbps generated by these 10 RRHs [10].
Only when fronthaul or cloud processing capacity is exhausted, the fog nodes are activated to deploy VDUs. Note
that, activating more fog nodes frees up fronthauling capacity,
but it also increases OPEX, since cooling and processing functions (VDUs and vBBUs) need to be activated accordingly.
Similarly, after vBBUs are deployed on fog nodes, VPONs
must be created by OLTs in fog nodes to transmit CPRI traffic
to fog nodes. Since the number of wavelengths is limited,
the number of VPONs created by the cloud OLT must be
accurately dimensioned so that other wavelengths can be used
to create VPONs by the fog nodes OLTs if fog nodes are
activated. Instead, if all wavelengths are used to create VPONs
in the cloud, it will not be possible to transmit CPRI traffic
to vBBUs deployed in fog nodes. An example of an optimal
VPONs dimensioning between cloud and fog nodes is depicted
in Fig. 1 (a). Considering that vBBUs were placed both in
cloud and fog nodes, in order to support transmissions to the
cloud, VPONs 1, 2, 3 and 4 were created on the fronthaul by
the cloud OLT. To support transmissions to vBBUs in fog
nodes, VPONs 5, 6 were created by the OLT of fog node 1
and VPONs 7, 8 by the OLT of fog node 2.
However, as traffic fluctuates, the number of necessary
deployed vBBUs and VPONs changes. In the next subsection
we propose a scheme for re-deploying vBBUs and turn off
fog nodes as traffic fluctuates.
A. Dynamic Rearrangement of vBBUs and VPONs
After the initial placement of vBBUs and VPON creation
are done, if traffic load fluctuates, it may be necessary to turn
off fog nodes and migrate its hosted vBBUs to the cloud. So, as
vBBUs are turned off, VDUs in the cloud and in the fog nodes
may become lightly-loaded. In this case, vBBUs and VPONs
placed in fog nodes could be migrated to the cloud and fog
nodes deactivated to save power and bandwidth. In order to
achieve this, we propose a vBBU migration mechanism relying
on NFV and Live Migration (LM) capabilities.
The vBBU migration mechanism is composed of a load
monitor that is implemented on top of a VDU in the cloud.
This load monitor measures the current load on each VDU of
the network. It considers a load threshold value to be checked
every time a vBBU is turned off. When a certain load threshold
is reached, it decides if it is convenient to turn off VDUs in a
fog node and migrate its vBBUs to the cloud. If the cloud has
enough capacity on its VDUs, vBBU migration is performed.

This process is depicted in Fig. 2. As the BBU pool in the
cloud has enough capacity to support vBBUs from fog nodes 1
and 2, those vBBUs are migrated to the cloud. Note that before
the vBBU migration, two VPONs were used to transmit to fog
nodes. As the amount of vBBUs migrated can be supported by
VPON1, VPON2 is turned off and its ONUs are reconfigured
to transmit to VPON1. However, while the migration is in
process, the mobile service gets interrupted. So, the vBBU
migration scheme must seek to optimize the network resources
performance while minimizing the interruption of service.
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We propose an ILP formulation to decide where to deploy
vBBUs and the number of VPONs to transmit CPRI load.
Input Parameters
R: set of RRH traffic demands i, N : set of processing nodes
(cloud of fog nodes) n, Fin : set of binary values representing
fog nodes n connected to RRH i, Vwn : set of binary values
that represent the availability of each VPON w to be placed
on node n, W : set of available wavelengths w and VDUs, Bi :
bandwidth demand of RRH i, B|W | : capacity of wavelength
w, Iw : processing capacity of VDU w, Be|N | : bandwidth of
the backplane switch e at node n, Cn : power cost of node
n, Clc : power cost of a LC, Ce : power cost of the backplane
switch, B: a very big positive number.
Decision Variables
xiwn : = 1 if the traffic demand of RRH i is processed at
node n being transmitted at the VPON w, uiwn : = 1 if RRH
i is processed at the VDU w at node n, yin : = 1 if i was
allocated to node n, x|N | : = 1 if node n is active, zwn : = 1 if
wavelength w transmits to node n, kin : = 1 if traffic from RRH
i was redirected to VDU w at node n, rwn : = 1 if VDU w was
activated to receive a redirected RRH at node n, swn : = 1 if
VDU w is active at node n, e|N | : = 1 if the backplane switch
e is active at node n, giwn : auxiliary variable that equals 1 if
traffic of RRH i is redirected to VDU w at node n.
Objective Function
The objective function (1) minimizes both the active processing nodes and the VPONs in order to provide a powerefficient operation while optimally using the available bandwidth.
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Constraints 2 to 5 ensure that each RRH i is allocated
to only one processing node, VPON and VDU. Constraint 6
ensures that a VPON is allocated to at most one processing
node. Constraint 7 verifies that a RRH i is allocated only to
the cloud or to the fog node connected to it. Constraint 8 sets
the possible set of nodes that each VPON can be assigned
to. Constraints 9, 10 and 11 impose the capacities of VPONs,
nodes and the backplane switch capacity. Constraints 11 to
14 activate processing nodes and VPON when demands are
allocated to them. The rest of constraints enforce the activation
of the backplane switch on each node and the activation of
additional VDUs in case of traffic redirection.
The ILP can find the optimal solution for a single request,
as well as for batch of requests. As network operation is highly
dynamic, we also propose an algorithm that executes the ILP,
called nfvILP, to handle dynamic traffic and to implement the
vBBU migration mechanism. Algorithm 1 formally describes
nfvILP. It first processes each request i incrementally and
checks if a vBBU migration is necessary (lines 2 and 10).
If so, a batch containing the previously allocated requests is
formed (line 3) and the ILP is executed for the batch (function
ILP (.) in line 4). If not, it searches the optimal allocation of
i (line 10). When an optimal solution is found (both in case
of a single request or of a batch), the network state is updated
(lines 6 and 12). If no optimal solution is found, an incoming
request is blocked (lines 8 and 14). For the vBBU migration,
the same algorithm is executed when a request departs. So,
when vBBU migration is triggered, a batch of formed allocated
vBBUs is created (line(3)) and the ILP is executed to find
a new optimum solution (lines 17 and 18) for the current
allocated requests in order to minimize the active resources

by performing vBBU migration. If a new optimal solution is
found, vBBUs are migrated and the network state is updated
(line 20). If not, the migration is not performed (line 22).

the vBBU migration. The load threshold value corresponds to
the free processing capacity of a node, e.g., a value of 0.8
means that the VDUs from a node has 80% of free capacity.

Algorithm 1 nfvILP
Input: RRH request i, Departing request j, Set of allocated Requests
B
Output: Optimum Allocation of i — Migration of vBBUs
1: for all Incoming request i do
2:
if Load threshold was reached? then
3:
B’←B + i
4:
Run ILP(B’)
5:
if B’ has a optimum global then
6:
nfvUpdate(Nstate )
7:
else
8:
Blocks i
9:
else
10:
Run ILP(i)
11:
if Optimum global found for i then
12:
nfvUpdate(Nstate )
13:
else
14:
Blocks i
15: for all Departing request j do
16:
if Load threshold was reached? then
17:
B’←B
18:
Run ILP(B’)
19:
if B’ has a optimum global then
20:
nfvUpdate(Nstate )
21:
else
22:
Do not migrate vBBUs

VI. I LLUSTRATIVE N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
To evaluate our proposal, we developed an event-driven
simulator and used the DOCPLEX Python API to implement
the ILP. Our simulations consider a CF-RAN composed of 1
cloud and 4 fog nodes. Each processing node has 6 VDUs.
In the cloud, each VDU can deploy 3 RRHs whereas in the
fog each VDU can deploy just 1. The TWDM-PON has 6
wavelengths with capacity of 10Gbps. We use the same power
model of [2]. Finally, our scenario has 42 RRHs (maximum
load of the processing nodes). We considered a typical 24
hours business traffic profile slotted in periods of 1 hour as
shown in Fig. 3 [4]. Regarding the vBBUs migration, we
considered a Live Migration scheme where each vBBU takes
approximatelly a worst upper bound of 1.5ms to be migrated
through a dedicated 10Gbps out-of-band optical channel from
the fog node to the cloud [11].
As simulation starts, RRHs are turned off and begin to
be activated following a Poisson process with mean equal to
(e/60), where e is the erlang for a given hour during the
simulation. Moreover, each RRH has a service time uniformly
taken from (0.25 hour, 1 hour), which means that each RRH
can stay turned on from 25 minutes to 1 hour. We compare
our proposal to an incremental algorithm called incILP, that
incrementally runs the ILP formulation everytime each RRH
becomes active, but does not perform vBBU migration when
RRHs and vBBUs are turned off due to traffic fluctuations. In
our simulations, we studied the effects of vBBU migration for
different values of load threshold in VDUs used for initializing

Fig. 3. Traffic load pattern

Fig. 4 (a) show the power consumption achieved by our
algorithm. We observed that our proposal achieves higher
power savings. Compared to incILP, nfvILP achieves up to
38% power savings in peak hours. It is also possible to see
that power consumption is small when vBBU migration is
triggered sooner. This is so because the sooner the vBBU
migration occurs, the sooner the traffic is moved to the cloud
and unbalanced resources are turned off. Regarding blocking
probability, we can observe that the vBBU migration plays
an important role in reducing blocking, being able to reduce
it up to 89% in comparison to incILP for the load threshold
of 0.8. We can also observe that, when more time is taken
to start vBBU migration, blocking tends to be more reduced.
The bandwidth wastage (defined as 1 − (Tcpri /Tvpons ), where
Tcpri is the total CPRI flow and Tvpons the amount of
available bandwidth) is also reduced when vBBU migration
is performed, as shown in Fig. 4 (c). This happens because,
when vBBU migration is performed, nfvILP re-arranges the
active resources in an optimal scheduling that leads to the
minimization of necessary VPONs to support the network
demands. In comparison to incILP, the rate of bandwidth
wastage can be reduced to at most 32% by nfvILP.
In Fig. 4 (d), the average amount of vBBUs migrations
are presented. Note that the highest amount of migrations
occurs at the load threshold of 0.2, when fog nodes workload
are close to 100% and a higher number of vBBUs can be
migrated. This shows a clearly interplay between the power
consumption and the triggering of vBBUs migration, as the
lowest power consumption in achieved with the load threshold
of 0.2. On the other hand, although a higher number of vBBUs
expecting to be migrated leads to power-efficiency, an early
re-arrangement of the network resources leads to an inefficient
performance and use of the network resources, leading to the
highest blocking probability experienced by nfvILP.
Fig. 5 (a) shows the average time that the baseband processing is interrupted in the network due to vBBU migration.
Note that the vBBU migration only interrupts the baseband
processing for a few seconds, which will leave to significantly
gains in power consumption and blocking probability, as we
observed in Figs. 4 (a) and (b). The percentage of time that the
baseband processing is interrupted is shown in Fig. 5 (b). Note

Fig. 4. a) Power Consumption, b) Blocking Probability, c) Bandwidth Wastage, d) Average of External vBBUs Migrations

Fig. 5. a) Average down time of vBBUs during migration, b) Percentage of time that vBBUs service are interrupted due to migrations, c) Execution time of
the algorithms

that the precentage of time in which the service is interrupted
is extremely low for all values of load threshold, being under
0.01%. It is important because it shows that our proposal
does not interrupts the UEs connectivity constantly, which is
important in order to keep a good Quality of Service (QoS).
Finally, Fig. 5 (c) shows the execution time of nfvILP. In
comparison to incILP, it shows an increased execution time,
due to the fact that when vBBU migration is triggered, the size
of the input to the algorithm is increased in function of the
size of the batch of RRHs. The execution time of nfvILP tends
to increase as the threshold value decreases, because with low
values of load threshold, more vBBUs in fog nodes expects
to be migrated as the migration process occurs early.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed an ILP formulation to dynamically allocate processing and network resources and perform
vBBU migrations in a 5G CF-RAN. This ILP formulation
allows to dynamically solve the problem of placing vBBUs
and creating VPONs for groups of RRHs in CF-RAN as the
traffic demands fluctuates over a day. Our proposal is able to
handle the network dynamism and achieves significant power
savings and reductions in blocking probability in comparison
to an incremental algorithm without vBBU migration. Finally,
our proposed vBBU migration scheme provides very small
times and rates of service interruption. In our future works we
will propose a relaxed version of the ILP to solve this problem
to even larger instances.
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